WALKER MID-MOUNT BUYERS GUIDE

WALKER VS MID-MOUNT

A NOSE-TO-NOSE COMPARISON

Make an honest appraisal
BEFORE ... buying a Mid-Mount "Z" Riding Mower

Walker Manufacturing has introduced a new brochure "What you should know BEFORE buying a Mid-Mount "Z" Riding Mower". This four-page, full-color brochure (Walker P/N 6895-18) is an honest appraisal of the true value of a compact, maneuverable, out-front Walker versus mid-mounts.

Provided is a 10-point checklist to help the customer match the best of these two styles of mowers to the intended application while understanding their real-life mowing needs. Guidelines such as: working on hills and slopes, precision handling, high-quality mowing, grass collection, trimming capability and five other "real-world" mowing applications that a customer should consider before buying any commercial riding mower.
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Benefits

- 100% Deep Soil Moisture Penetration
- No Run-Off - Targets Water to Root Zone
- Reduced Water Requirements Significantly
- Reduces Water Frequency by 50%
- Delivery Time Allows Two Water Cycles per Day per Unit
- Decreases Plant Mortality & Decline
- 90% Water Absorption
- Makes Every Drop of Water Count
- Environmentally & Agronomically Sound
- Simple & Easy to Clean & Maintain
- Easily Installs in Seconds

Orders and Information Call:
1-800-441-3573

GREEN-UP WITH JR-co

Heavy-duty attachments for commercial mowers

Tree Ring Jr.  Tree Ring

Electric Broadcast Spreader

Electronic speed control; 130 lb. capacity
Foot or cable control; optional side deflector

Aerate 66,000 sq. ft./hr. at 5 mph
Six holes / sq. ft.; turn while aeraing

Jrco  Call for dealer
800.966.8442

www.jrcoinc.com

VORTEX AGITATED™

- Mixes faster than any mechanical or jet agitated machine
- Units Available in 10 days or less
- Single engines starting at $984.00
- Twin Engines starting at $5494.50

For your free demo CD
Call Toll free 1-877-744-8873 or 918-534-2436 or Email: sales@ketchum-hurricane.com

Go online to see our agitation in action
Visit our super site at www.ketchum-hurricane.com

Easy Lawn

HYDRO SEEDING SYSTEMS

- Industry Leading Performance
- Wood or Paper Mulch
- Low Maintenance
- Easy to Use

350 Gallon Units Starting at $3995

Unit Shown: L90 - 900 Gallon Unit w/ Trailer, Turret, Electric Reel
Price as Shown: $22,999.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SEE A DEMONSTRATION CALL 800-638-1769
Check us out on the web at www.easylawn.com